TERMS AND CONDITIONS;
TPR MERCHANT INCENTIVE PROGRAM

1.

You have read and watched the video’s in discovertpr and are in complete alignment with the
TPR vision before completing a Merchant Expression of Interest Form.

2. You understand and agree that by accepting Merchant Incentive coins you are agreeing to
honour TPR and The New Economy by agreeing that all products and/or services you offer
for TPR will be for 100%. Split percentages on offerings between TPR and Fiat are strictly NOT
allowed as this compromises the integrity of our Merchant community.
3. You understand and have the capacity to offer your products and/or services for 100% TPR
with limits in place if required.
IE: You are not participating merely to be in receipt of incentive coins. You truly want to help
us build a new economy. You are personally vested to support this vision and see your
participation in The Merchant Incentive Program as one way of doing so.
4. You don't need to immediately “cashout” to pay suppliers or team members etc. You are
excited to leverage your business to accumulate TPR as a digital asset and have the capacity
to do so.
5. You understand that by accepting Merchant Incentive coins you are agreeing that any TPR
coins given to you as part of the Merchant Incentive Program are not to be sold. They are to
be used to share the love and support with other Merchants to grow our new economy. Any
TPR coins you receive into your wallet as payment for your products and services that you
have provided are yours to use as you please.
6. You have a legitimate business that has been operating for at least 12 months.
7. You have a functioning website and/or established social business following on a recognised
social networking platform… like Facebook, Instagram or LinkedIn. We need to be able to
see that you have a legitimate business and that other merchants are able to see your
products and services that are available for 100% TPR.
8. You are willing to create and keep your business listing in the TPR Merchant Directory
updated.
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9. That you are willing to display the ‘100% TPR Accepted Here’ logo on your website/social
media.
10. If at any time you need to have your limits reviewed or your 100% TPR offering, you need to
contact your Business Manager to discuss your options.
11. Should we get notified that you are uncontactable via the TPR Merchant Directory and/or
it’s found that you have not honoured the above Terms & Conditions of being a TPR
Merchant, you will be asked to return your Merchant Incentive Program Coin to us and no
longer be part of the program.
It is vital for the protection of TPR that all Merchants completely understand The People’s Reserve
Coin and are aligned with the values, integrity and vision of TPR and The New Economy.
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